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1. Wavelet Analysis 

1.1. Introduction 

The wavelet analysis (WA) is a so-called spectral analysis method which can be used for non-

stationarity time series. The result of the analysis is a spectrum which resolutes local-frequency 

information of a time series.  Within the WaveletComp R package a Morlet-wavelet (Fig. 1) as 

mother wavelet is used. 

Fig. 1: Morlet-wavelet. (Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MorletWaveletMathematica.svg) 

The mother-wavelet is compressed or stretched according to the considered frequency, and 

subsequently shifted across the time series. This approach makes it possible to analyze the input 

data piece by piece. 

 

From a mathematical point of view, the wavelet transform is a convolution of the modified mother 

wavelet and the time series to be analyzed. 

 

𝑆(𝑎, 𝑏) =
1

√𝑎
∫ 𝑓(𝑡)ℎ [

𝑡−𝑏

𝑎
] 𝑑𝑡

∞

−∞
        (1) 

 

The wavelet function ℎ describes the mother-wavelet, and is therefore influenced by the stretched 

or compressed parameter 𝑎, and further shifted along the time series due to parameter 𝑏. 𝑓(𝑡) 

therefore describes the input time series. 

 

Depending on the time series, different mother-wavelets are suitable for the analysis. On of the 

most known mother-wavelet is the so-called Morlet-wavelet given by the following formula: 

 

ℎ(𝑡) =
1

𝜋[1/4] [𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑡 −  𝑒−𝑘2/2]𝑒−𝑡2/2        (2) 

 

where 𝑘 is a constant: 

 

𝑘 = 𝜋 [
2

𝑙𝑛 2
]

1 2⁄

        (3) 

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MorletWaveletMathematica.svg
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Other types of mother wavelets include the Haar wavelet, the Mexican hat wavelet, or the 

Daubechies wavelet for instance. 

 

Recommended videos: 

• Steve Brunton, Wavelets and Multiresolution Analysis 

• Andrew Nicoll, The Wavelet Transform for Beginners  

 

1.2. Literautre 

Bittner, M., Offermann, D., Graef, H.H., 2000. Mesopause temperature variability above a midlatitude station 

in Europe. Journal of Geophysical Research, 105(D2), 2045-2058; 

Chui, C.K., 1992. An Introduction to Wavelets. Mathematics and Computations, 60(202), 854. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/2153134   

Kumar, P., Foufoula-Georgio, E.,1997. Wavelet Analysis for Geophysical Applications, Rev. Geophys., 35, 4, 

pp. 385-412. 

Torrence, C., Compo, G.P., 1998. A Practical Guide to Wavelet Analysis. Bulletin of the American 

Meteorological Society, 79(1), 61-78. https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-

0477(1998)079%3C0061:APGTWA%3E2.0.CO;2    

Wuest, S., Bittner, M., 2006. Non-linear resonant wave-wave interaction (triad): Case studies based on rocket 

data and first application to satellite data. Journal of Atmospheric and Solar-Terrestrial Physics, Vol. 

68, No. 9, 959 - 976. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jastp.2005.11.011  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7KLbd7n75g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuuUaqAjeoA
http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/2153134
https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0477(1998)079%3C0061:APGTWA%3E2.0.CO;2
https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0477(1998)079%3C0061:APGTWA%3E2.0.CO;2
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jastp.2005.11.011
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2. WaveletComp in R 

Business as usual, start with the installation of the packages, clear your workspace to ensure no 
previous / old variables are there and load the packages. 

 

## Install Packages 

install.packages("WaveletComp") 

install.packages("lubridate") 

install.packages("imputeTS") 

 

## Clear workspace 

rm(list=ls()) 

 

## Load Packages 

library(WaveletComp) 

library(lubridate) 

#library(imputeTS) 

 

Define the time interval you want to analyze, the period range and the planetary wave 

wavenumber. These are the parameters you can decide on your own. Later, you only have to 

change parameters here. The later code should not be modified. 

 

## Define time interval for the analysis 

date_start <- as.Date("2012-09-01") 

date_end   <- as.Date("2013-03-31") 

 

## define period range for the analysis units=days 

period_start <-  1 

period_end   <- 50 

 

## Define wavenumber to be analyzed 

k <- 3  

 

Set the input and output paths. 

 

## Define input and output path and files 

path_in  <- "C:/Users/kuec_li/Desktop/WA/data/" 

path_out <- "C:/Users/kuec_li/Desktop/WA/plots/" 

 

Well then, let’s start the main program! First initialize all objects you will need for the later analysis. 

# Initialize  
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file_in   <- "E5_DAI-Level-10.dat" 

file_out1 <- paste0("Timeseries_PW" ,k,"_",date_start,"-",date_end,".png") 

file_out2 <- paste0("Spectrogram_PW",k,"_",date_start,"-",date_end,".png") 

 

## Define column to be analyzed 

column <- paste0("Wave",k) 

 

 

Afterwards, we are ready to read our data. Make sure that your time series has no gaps! And 

if the time series turn out to have data gaps, you could try to interpolate them. 

## Load DAI time series as data frame 

df      <- read.table(paste0(path_in,file_in), header=T) 

 

Since our data set has a date information in it but is not treated as a date variable yet convert the 

information of your column into a date format. Here is an example: 

## Convert date column into date format 

df$date <- as.Date.character(df$Date, "%Y%m%d") 

 

Keep in mind that our dataset is very large. It covers a time series from 1979 until 2021 on a daily 

resolution. Here we subset the time range we want to analyze by our initialisations at the very 

beginning. So now, no further action is needed. 

## subset data for selected time interval 

df_sel  <- df[which(df$Date>=date_start & df$Date <= date_end),1:10] # 1:10 as you dataset has 10 

columns 

 

To visualize the raw data which soon is be analyzed we make a quick plot. It may also help you 

later interpreting the wavelet analysis. 

## plot raw data 

png(file=paste0(path_out,file_out1), width=600, height=400) 

plot(x=df_sel$Date, y=df_sel[,k], t='l', xlab = "Date", ylab="DAI [K]") 

dev.off() 

 

Now, we are ready to start with the real magic! The wavelet analysis! To do so make sure that you 

installed and loaded the “WaveletComp” R package. 

 

#---------------------------------------------------------------- 

# RUN WAVELET ANALYSIS 

#---------------------------------------------------------------- 

wave <- analyze.wavelet(my.data = df_sel, 

                        my.series = column, 
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                        loess.span = 0.75, 

                        dt = 1, 

                        dj = 1/length(df[[column]]), 

                        lowerPeriod = period_start, 

                        upperPeriod = period_end, 

                        make.pval = T, 

                        method = "white.noise", 

                        n.sim = 100, 

                        date.format = "%Y-%m-%d", 

                        date.tz = "UTC", 

                        verbose = T) 

Awesome! 

 

Now that we have done our analysis we are ready to plot the data. But we do not just want to plot 

the spectrogram but also the distribution of the power levels. 

## Define title and labels for plot 

plot_title <- paste0("Wavelet Power Spectrum for ",column," in 10 hPa") 

log_axis   <- round(exp(seq(log(period_start), log(period_end), length.out = 9))) 

 

 

Furthermore, we would like to save and export our final plot. Therefore, use the function png(). 

## Set PNG settings for export 

png(file=paste0(path_out,file_out2), width=1200, height=600) 

 

In the following lines you are going to define the two plots and their location. Please, take your 

time to have a closer look into your wavelet and play a little bit around with the settings to see the 

effects. 

## set the plotting area into a 1*2 array (multiplot with 1 row and 2 columns) 

par(mfrow=c(1,2)) 

 

## define the area for the distribution of the power levels 

par(fig=c(0.80,1,0,1),cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.6, cex.main=1.2, cex.sub=1) 

 

plot(wave$Power.avg, wave$Period, type = "l", 

     ylim = c(period_start, period_end), log="y", yaxt = "n", yaxs="i", 

     ylab = "Periods [days]", 

     xlab = "Power Average") 

 

axis(side=2, font=1, at = log_axis, labels = log_axis, las =2) 

## Define the area for the wavelet plot 
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par(fig=c(0,0.75,0,1), new=TRUE) 

 

par(cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.6, cex.main=1.2, cex.sub=1) 

 

You’re doing great! Keep pushing! 
 
In the next step we are going to set up our own color palette! With our own color palette, we’ve 
more influence on the representation and also saturation of the values which could make it more 
easier to interpret our results. 

 

### Define your own color palette 

ramp <- 

colorRamp(c('#00007F','blue','#007FFF','lightseagreen','mediumseagreen','green','#7FFF7F','yellow','gold

','orange','#FF7F00','red','#7F0000'), bias=0.25) 

 

colorramp <- rgb(ramp(seq(0, 1, length = 255)), max = 255) 

mypalette <- colorRampPalette(rev(colorramp),interpolate="linear")(255) 

 

After defining the plot settings we are ready to plot the spectrogram. 

 

### Prepare date for the spectrogram 

date1 <- subset(wave$series$date, format(wave$series$date,"%m-%d")=="01-01") 

 

### Create the wavelet spectrogram with own color palette 

wt.image(wave, column, 

         plot.coi = T, 

         plot.contour = T, 

         col.contour = "white", 

         siglvl = 0.1, 

         plot.ridge = T, 

         col.ridge = "white", 

         lvl = 0, 

         color.key = "q", 

         n.levels = 255, 

         #color.palette = "rainbow(n.levels, start = 0, end = .7)", 

         color.palette = "mypalette", 

         maximum.level = NULL, 

         useRaster = T, 

         max.contour.segments = 250000, 

         plot.legend = T, 

         legend.params = list( 
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           width = 2, 

           shrink = 1, 

           mar = 5.1, 

           n.ticks = 15, 

           label.digits = 1, 

           label.format = "e", 

           lab = "Wavelet Power Levels", 

           lab.line = 6), 

         label.time.axis = T, 

         show.date = T, 

         date.format = "%Y-%m-%d", 

         date.tz = "UTC", 

         timelab = "", 

         timetck = NA,          # Default here:0.02 

         timetcl = -0.5,        # Default here:0.5 

         spec.time.axis = list( 

           at = c(date1), 

           labels = year(date1) 

           #labels = T) 

         ), 

         label.period.axis = T, 

         periodlab = "Fourier Periods [months]", 

         periodtck = 0.02, 

         periodtcl = 0.5, 

         #spec.period.axis = list(), 

         main = plot_title, 

         lwd = 2, 

         lwd.axis = 1, 

         graphics.reset = T, 

         verbose = F) 

 

And last but not least do not forget to close the png with dev.off(). 

 

### close the png 

dev.off() 

 
Wooow! Well done! I am proud of you! 
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2.1. R Package 

Grolemund, G., Wickham, H., 2011. Dates and Times Made Easy with lubridate. Journal of Statistical 

Software, 40(3), 1-25; Online: https://www.jstatsoft.org/v40/i03/ (last access: 31-Mar-2022) 

Roesch, A., Schmidbauer, H., 2018. WaveletComp: Computational Wavelet Analysis. R package version 1.1.; 

Online: https://mran.microsoft.com/web/packages/WaveletComp/WaveletComp.pdf (last access: 

31-Mar-2022) 

Steffen, M., Bartz-Beielstein, T., 2017. imputeTS: Time Series Missing Value Imputation in R. The R Journal, 

9(1), 207-218; Online: https://doi.org/10.32614/RJ-2017-009 (last access: 31-Mar-2022) 

2.2. Result 

 

Figure 1: Time series of the daily DAI of PW3 derived by ERA-5 temperature reanalysis data for the specified 

time interval. 

 

Figure 2: Wavelet power spectrum of the daily DAI of PW3 derived by ERA-5 temperature reanalysis data for 

the specified time interval. 

 

You rock!  

https://www.jstatsoft.org/v40/i03/
https://mran.microsoft.com/web/packages/WaveletComp/WaveletComp.pdf
https://doi.org/10.32614/RJ-2017-009

